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Introduction

comparable to well-documented tattoo patterns. None
of these statues are embellished with “birdmen”
petroglyphs.2 Our recently completed excavations of
two statues in Rano Raraku were undertaken, in part,
to clarify their roles relative to Hoa Hakananai‘a and
‘Orongo iconography and ceremonies.

Albert Davletshin contends that he has detected several
rock art elements on the ventral side of the basalt statue
Hoa Hakananai‘a (EISP inventory BM-LON-001).1 The
statue was collected from ‘Orongo by HMS Topaze
in 1868 (Van Tilburg 1992, 2006) and is now in the
British Museum (1869.10-5.1). We take his claim very
seriously and agree that a single curved line on the torso
is tantalizing. However, the designs he depicts do not
exist on Hoa Hakananai‘a.
Since we are constrained for space we cannot deal
with all of our disagreements with this article, most of
which we raised during the peer review process. Our
main points here are that Hoa Hakananai‘a is unique
within our inventory of 1,042 monolithic sculptural
objects but must be considered within an island-wide
archaeological context of which the author has no
apparent grasp. Secondly, our documentation employs a
variety of objective, replicable methods including stateof-the-art digital scanning procedures (www.eisp.org).
Davletshin’s methods, in contrast, are subjective and not
replicable, not encouraged in the field of modern rock art
studies, produce unreliable results (especially in artificial
light and with a raised target), and are inferior to ours.
His resultant data are erroneous and his interpretations
are incorrect.

Methods
From 1987 to the present we have collected 89 image
records for Hoa Hakananai‘a. These include on-site
original drawings produced by Arévalo Pakarati, who
has a practiced hand and experienced eye gained in over
20 years of field experience on Rapa Nui. Petroglyphs,
some tool marks and various curved and straight lines
are discernible in all of our drawings and in the earliest
known photograph of the statue (1868). To clarify them,
we scanned the outside configuration of the statue on
four sides and the top with a Z + F Imager 5003 with a
360 x 312 degrees field of view. Each scan captured 11
million 3D data points, giving an accuracy of sub-3mm
@ 10M range. The result was a combined data record
of fifteen 3D modeling images, 7 digital composites and
3 Camtasia video clips.

Analysis and Conclusion
The UCLA Rock Art Archive follows the standards
and guidelines of the California Digital Library (CDL;
www.cdlib.org) and the Online Archive of California
(OAC). EISP digital artists trained under these guidelines
reintegrate rock art elements, objects, and sites in our
EISP database into discrete matrices using appreciably
advanced techniques. Our data on Hoa Hakananai‘a,
including especially 3D renderings viewed with
adjustments of light source and direction while panning
around the entire statue, convince us that none of the

Context
Hoa Hakananai‘a is one of 85 Rapa Nui sculptural
objects of basalt recorded to date. It may have come
from the Rano Kau basalt flow but that is not certain
until we have the results of XRF analyses. We have
recorded 184 rock art sites in situ and mostly associated
with megalithic art and architecture. Fifty-seven statues
have petroglyph elements, many of which are directly
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Behrens’ narrative of the discovery of Easter Island

[Actually we saw many land birds. Some [of the crew]
maintained that they did see the land. Also from the
wind we could reckon the proximity of land. But, to
the greatest surprise of our Admiral, we did not notice
the Land of Davis. We either went past it or there is
no land in this place.]

“Die Herren Dampier und Waffer berichten darüber”
(Behrens 1923:62).
[Misters Dampier and Waffer inform on that.]
Seeking land
“Wir sahen auch viele Land-Vögel, worunter viel
Pfeil-Sterten gewesen, auch haben sie würcklich
gemeinet, daß wir Land gesehen hätten, auch wagirte
der Wind und lieff nach dem Westen, welches
ebenfalls auf allen Küsten, wo der feste Passæt-Wind
wehet, ein Zeichen, daß man nicht weit vom Lande
ist; alleine wir sahen jedoch, zum grösten Bestürzung
unsres Admirals, kein Land Davids: ich glaube daß
wir neben den Lande hingefahren, oder muß allda kein
Land seyn. Diß ist gewis, daß sich alle Küsten von
den Süd-Ländern meistens gegen Ost und West, oder
Osten N. und Westen-Süden strecken, welches wohl
eine Haupt-Ursache mit seyn mag, warum ehedem
diß Süd-Land vor vielen ist unentdeckt geblieben:
Denn mit den W. N. W. Cours seegelte man neben
dem Lande hin, und mit den N. W. drehet man sich
gar davon ab, welches ich accurat untersuchet, durch
Aufnehmung aller entdeckten Süd-Länder, und eine
besondere Charte davon formiret habe, da es sich denn
deutlich gezeiget, daß sie entweder neben den Lande
hingefahren, oder mit den N. W. Cours sich gar davon
abgewendet haben” (Behrens 1737:79-80).

Appearance of indigenous Rapanui
“…mit langen Ohren welche bis auf die Schultern
herab hiengen, so durchs Gewicht die Länge wohl
werden bekommen haben, nach Art der Mogolischen
Mohren” (Behrens 1737:81).
[…with long ears that hung down to their shoulders,
probably so long because of some weight, like in case
of the Moghul Negroes.]
“Die Ohrläppchen hingen bis auf die Schultern herab
(wohl wegen dere Ohrpflöcke)” (Behrens 1923:64).
[Their earlobes hung down to their shoulders
(probably because of ear pegs).]
Glass of wine
“…wir gaben diesem Süd-Länder oder fremden Gast
ein Glas Wein zu trinken; alleine er nahm solches,
und stürzte es in seine Augen: worüber wir uns
werwunderten; alleine ich glaube, daß er gedacht,
daß man ihm dadurch vergeben wolte, welches
unter denen Indianern ein allgemeiner Gebrauch ist”
(Behrens 1737:81).

[We also saw many land birds, among which there were
many Pfeil-Sterten [I could not identify that species –
ZJ], they could also be a sign of a land to be seen, also
the wind changed and began to blow to the West, and
along all the shores, where a permanent trade wind
blows, this is a sign that one is not far from the land;
but, to a great consternation of our Admiral, we did not
see the Land of Davids. I think we went past it or there
must be no land at all. What is sure is that all shores
of the south lands generally extend in the direction
from the East to the West, or from the N.-West to the
South-West, and that may be the main reason that the
South Land remained undiscovered by so many; then,
following the WNW course one sailed past the land and
following the NW [course] one turned away completely
from it, what I examined accurately by marking all the
discovered lands and making a special chart, and it can
be seen very clearly that they either went past the land
or, following the NW course, turned away from it.]

[We gave this Southlander or a strange guest a glass
of wine to drink; but he took it and threw it into his
eyes; this amazed us; but I think that he thought that
we wanted to poison him, what is common among
the Indians.]
“Wir gaben diesem Südländer, unserm Gast, ein Glas
Wein zu trinken. Er nahm es und stürzte es in seine
Augen, worüber wir uns sehr wunderten” (Behrens
1923:64).
[We gave this Southlander, our guest, a glass of wine
to drink. He took it and threw it into his eyes; this
amazed us much.]
Maneuvers
“…da giengen wir S. O. in einie [sic] Boog (Bucht)
oder Einlauf zum Ancker” (Behrens 1737:82).

“Wir sahen in der Tat zahlreiche Landvögel. Einige
[then we went SE into a bay [Behrens uses three
meinten auch wirklich Land gesehen zu haben. Auch
different terms to design it – ZJ] to anchor there.]
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Figure 1. ZVM screen shot/3D rendered still of Hoa Hakananai‘a accomplished with permission by
EISP at the British Museum.
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Notes

scratches or lines on the ventral side of the torso depicts
the elements Davletshin illustrates. Not considering here
the poor quality and stylistic anomalies of his so-called
“birdman” and its suggested but debatable chronology,
we conclude that:

1.

2.

• the single central curved line most visible in the
earliest known photo (taken on shipboard in England;
Van Tilburg 2006) is more shallow and narrow than
it appears in the scan (Figure 1);
• the single curved line cannot be defined as “pecked
and abraded”;
• at least some of the scratches on the ventral side of
the torso were made when the statue was dragged on
its face to embark Topaze;
• other scratches and lines were made during at least
10 separate times when the statue was moved after
departing Rapa Nui;
• small pits on the statue’s ventral surface, as we have
noted, are not natural;
• a repair on the dorsal side was made by curators;
• the relief figures on the dorsal side were carved in
more than one episode;
• marks of stone or metal tools are discernible but
understanding them is complicated by the probable
use of grappling hooks and other instruments.

A discussion of the spelling, accents, history and possible
meaning of the term Hoa Hakananai‘a is given in Van
Tilburg (1992, 2006). Davletshin is required to explain
his inexplicable use of an alternate rendering.
A single torso (MA-IDP-015) of re-carved Rano Raraku
tuff from the vicinity of Vai Hina Ao but otherwise not
contextualized has tangata manu in relief.
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feet wide and also 6-8 feet high; moreover, they were
supported by wooden posts. Plischke does not seem to
notice the fact of equal width and height of the houses.
What caused the modification of the original
information in the third passage might be an everyday
experience of the editor: he knows, namely, that earrings
are often pieces of jewelry that are hanging from the ear.
And thus – despite the fact that all the contemporary texts
on Easter Island describe very thoroughly an ‘exotic’
custom of ear piercing and inserting tuber pieces or sugar
cane leaves in the hole – in the 1923 edition, ear ornaments
are hanging, although in the 1737 version they are not.
The last quote may be another manifestation of
the attitude shift between the first edition and the latter
version of the text, even if a slight one: whereas the
first example suggests the indigenous Rapanui were
themselves producing a certain dye, in the second one
Behrens asks himself where they acquire it, as if it was
ready to use in a form of some plant or mineral and did
not need any effort or elaboration.

[…the huts were 40 to 60 feet long, 6 to 8 feet wide
and of the same height, supported by wooden posts.]
“Die Häuser waren vierzig bis sechzig Schuh lang,
sechs bis acht Schuh breit und aus hölzernen Stangen
hoch aufgerichtet” (Behrens 1923:67).
[The huts were forty to sixty feet long, six to eight
feet wide and supported on wooden posts].
Ear piercing
“Ihre Ohren waren so lange, daß sie ihnen bis auf
die Schultern hiengen; Einige hatten weisse Klötze
darinnen liegend zur Bedeutung einer besondern
Zierath” (Behrens 1737:87).
[Their ears were so long that they were hanging down
to their shoulders. Some of them had white blocks
stuck [lit. lying] there [i.e. in the hole] for a strange
ornament.]
“Die Ohren hingen ihnen bis auf die Schultern herab.
Viele hatten darin weiße Klötze als Zierat hängen”
(Behrens 1923:68).

3. Omissions
Reference to other authors
“Der Herr Dampier und Waffer davon melden in ihren
Beschreibungen, nach der Süd-See entdeckt seyn”
(Behrens 1737:78).

[Their ears were hanging down to their shoulders.
many [of the indigenous Rapanui] had white blocks
hanging from them for ornament.]
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dye of.]
A single torso (MA-IDP-015) of re-carved Rano Raraku
tuff from the vicinity of Vai Hina Ao but otherwise not
“Wir wissenhas
abertangata
nicht, woraus
sierelief.
diese schöne Farbe
contextualized
manu in
gewinnen” (Behrens 1923:68).

[Mister Dampier and Waffer inform on that in their
reports, after the discovery of the South Sea.]
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